CORRUGATED POLYETHYLENE CULVERT PIPE MGS-92-13C

1.0 DESCRIPTION. These specifications cover the purchase of corrugated polyethylene culvert pipe for maintenance purposes.

2.0 MATERIALS. The pipe shall comply with applicable sections of Specification Sec 1047, except as noted herein.

2.1 Pipe shall be furnished as one of the following types. Unless otherwise specified in the bid request, only Type S will be permitted.

   Type S - corrugated surface outside and smooth inner liner
   Type SP - perforated Type S pipe

3.0 ORDERING INFORMATION.

3.1 Diameter, length, and quantity of pipe, are to be shown in the order. If perforations or a specific type are required, the type is also to be shown.

4.0 ACCEPTANCE. Material will be accepted in accordance with Specification Sec 1047.